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Part One

The Renaissance Era

Rejoice in the Lord nlway, anonymous

5

Fair Phyllis I Saw, John Farmer

9

s
Rejoice in the Lord alway
Anonymous (mid-16th century)
SATB a cappella (2:00)

Edited by Jonathan Goodliffe (Choral Public Domain Library at cpdl.org) or
Oxford University Press
Composer

Rejoice in the Lord alway has been attributed to John Redford but no substantial evidence
can confirm this notion. Dennis Shrock comments that "n ot all noteworthy choral
repertoire of the English Renaissance is identified with a known composer" and
includes this anthem in his examples of these noteworthy pieces. 1

Composition

Rejoice in the Lord alway is an English anthem, a sacred choral genre popular in the
Renaissance. An anthem employs an English text which is designed for Protestant
worship; it is the counterpart to the Catholic motet. This particular anthem utilizes a
text of the Advent season, commonly used on the Third Sunday in Advent. 2 The
compositional style exhibits popular Renaissance techniques such as imitation, long
phrases of text and polyphonic textures (counterpoint).

Historical Perspective

Rejoice in the Lord alway was most likely composed in the mid-16 th century, during the
early part of the Renaissance. A cappella choral music was in its golden age, with
polyphonic textures, imitation and long phrases of text being chief compositional
devices. Music of this genre was composed for church performance, where the
acoustics of the environment played a large role in the characteristics of musical
Dennis Shrock, Clioral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 138.
The Revised Common Lectionary, The Vanderbilt Divinity Library,
http://lectionary.library.vanderbilt.edu/texts.php?id=97 (accessed Nov. 24, 2012).

1

2

6

composition. Most liturgical spaces were magnificently constructed cathedrals or
chapels with innate reverberation. The resonant qualities of such spaces lent
\,0 \IC

Lt_

themselves well to a c~ppellalchoral music with rich sounding chords and fluid vocal
lines; thus, these musical characteristics predominated Renaissance choral writing. 3

Stylistic Considerations
The piece should be conducted with two beats per measure to create fluidity, but
should not be hurried as to allow for clarity of all vocal parts. Conducting and vocal
style should change with each section of the piece to reflect the text. Section A should
be conducted with a lively two-beat pattern to emphasize the text "rejoice." The B
section, "Let your softness be known unto all men," should be performed with a softer
dynamic and more connectivity. The C section," ... and the peace of God ... ," should be
sung purposefully with rich tone color, yet peaceful. Vocalists should perform in a pure
and straight tone as this is consistent with Renaissance performance practice. When
performing with a large ensemble, each section should perform the individual line as if
it were a solo; Renaissance choral music typically would be performed by either one or
very few singers per part.

Musical Elements
Conflicting editions of the piece are set in different keys, which is not all that unusual;
in fact, the transposition of Renaissance repertoire was a common practice. Regarding
Renaissance performance practice, Steven Plank states that "the performer, regardless
of the implied pitch level of the notation, should feel free to place it where it is natural
and easy." 4 The Oxford edition is set in the key of B-flat Major whereas Jonathan

Steven E. Plank, Choral Perfor111n11ce: A Guide to Historical Practice (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 2004), 43-45.
4 Ibid., 53-54.
3
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Goodliffe's version is set in C Major. Conductors may choose the key which is most
comfortable for the singers and favorable for maintaining intonation. The Goodliffe
edition seems to be a positive choice for most choirs.

Rhythmically, the tenors should be cautioned in measure 15 as their statement of the
theme does not occur on beat one as in every other circumstance. Also, smaller
rhythmic divisions (quarter notes and eighth notes) should come forward in the texture.

Form and Structure

The piece is through-composed and has three major sections.

Section

Description

A (mm.1-25)

Polyphonic texture; theme stated in soprano voice, imitation
by all voices in score order ("Rejoice in the Lord alway, and
again I say rejoice.")

B (mm. 26-59)

Mainly homophonic texture ("Let your softness be known
unto all men ... "), switch to mainly polyphonic and imitative
texture in m. 46, new theme stated first with the bass voice
("Let your petitions ... ")

C (mm. 60-83)

Polyphonic texture; new theme stated by the alto voice and
imitated by all voices in soprano, tenor, bass order (" And the
peace of God .. .")

8

Text and Translation

The text is taken from Philippians 4: 4-7.

Rejoice in the Lord alway,
And again I say rejoice.
Let your softness be known unto all men:
The Lord is even at hand.

Be careful for nothing:
But in all prayer and supplication,
Let your petitions be manifest unto God with giving of thanks.
And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding,
Shall keep your hearts and minds from Christ Jesu.
Amen.

9

Fair Phyllis I Saw
John Farmer (1565-1605)
SATB a cappella (2:00)
Edited by Philip Ledger, Oxford University Press

Composer

John Farmer was one of the notable composers of the English Renaissance. Born in
England, he studied under the Earl of Oxford, served as the Master of the Choristers
and the organist at Christ Church Cathedral in Dublin, and spent the remainder of his
life in London. Farmer's output of choral repertoire consists of only forty canons,
twenty Psalms and Responses, and sixteen madrigals.5 Although he was not one of the
most prolific English Renaissance composers, Farmer's madrigal Fair Phyllis is one of
the most frequently performed English madrigals of all time.

Composition and Historical Perspective
r C'\vJ-101~,11
1
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Fair Phyllis was published in Farmer's Madrigals to Foure Voyces of 1599. A madrigallis a
generally short a cappella work which sets free -form poetry to music. 6 Madrigal ,
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flourishing. This newfound appreciation for secular literature helped to establish the
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madrigal asJthe most popular and successful musical form of the Renaissance. 7 The
---..

English version of the madrigal was based upon the earlier Italian counterpart but
developed into a purely secular genre, and was undoubtedly the most popular form of
composition in Elizabethan England. Madrigals were commonly composed in an
imitative polyphonic style with frequent use of word painting and repetition. English
Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 170.
Donaldson E. H arold, "Old English Madrigals", Art & Life 11, no. 6 (December 1919): 331.
7 Joseph Kerman, The Eliznbethnn Mndrignl: A Comparative Study (New York: The American
Musicological Society, Inc., 1962), 3.
5
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madrigal composers also tended to set humorous texts, such as the text in Fair Phyllis, as
the madrigal was a chief form of musical entertainment during the Renaissance.
Although the life span of the English madrigal was short lived, English madrigal
composers certainly created a wealth of music that still remains widely performed
today.

Stylistic Considerations

0-tX

fII

Madrigals were intended to be performed one 1on a part; small ensembles enhanced the
playful and amusing nature of the genre. If Fair Phyllis is to be performed with a large
ensemble, the soloistic nature of the lines and the lighthearted mood of the music
should be maintained. Additionally, the madrigal composers of this time put the
importance of the text first and the music second. Conductors should make certain that
the meaning and humor of the text is at the forefront of all musical decisions, including
tempo, dynamics, and articulations. The gesture should also reflect the sentiment of the
piece.

Musical Elements
The piece is published in F major, with only one deviation from the diatonic language in
the C section (B-natural in the tenor, m. 33), most likely used to emphasize the text ("O
then they fell a kissing"). The texture is a mixture of homophony and polyphony.

The piece abow1ds with word painting, beginning with the opening solo soprano line
"Fair Phyllis I saw sitting all alone ... ;" the solo, or lone, soprano texture directly reflects
the meaning of the word "alone". The B section also incorporates this compositional
trend; descending scalar lines put to the text "Up and down she wandered ... " Perhaps
the most noted use of word painting comes at the end of the C section. At "O then they

11

fell a kissing," the texture shift to homophony reveals unity, and the change to triple
meter adds playfulness to the text.

Dynamics are included in Ledger's edition of the score, and accurately assist in
depicting the text. The tempo is not marked, but a stylistic instruction - "With
humour" - is noted at the top of the score. Rod Walker's edition of the piece instructs a
"Sprightly" tempo with the half note equaling 92-96.8

Form and Structure

The formal structure of Fair Phyllis is AABCC. The use of repetition, as noted here, was
common in English madrigal composition.

Section

Description

A (mm.1-7)

Homophonic texture. Word painting is evident in the
soprand::ating the first line of text; "Fair Phyllis I saw
sitting all alone ...." Dynamic level is mezzo-forte and piano on
the repeat of A (another reflection of the text "alone"). Text:
"Fair Phyllis I saw sitting all alone, feeding her flock near to
the mountainside."

Jolm Farmer, Fair Phyllis I Saw, ed. by Rod Walker (Winona, Minnesota: Hal Leonard Publishing
Corporation, 1980).
8
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Section

Description

B (mm. 8-17 [beat 1])

Polyphonic texture set imitatively. The dynamic level is forte
(representing the urgency in the shepherds' concern), and
softens to mezzo-forte (representing their relief in finding
Amyntas searching for Phyllis). Text: "The shepherds knew
not whither she was gone. But after her lover Amyntas
hied."

C (mm. 17 [beat 2]-41)

Polyphonic texture set imitatively. Word painting is again
evident with descending scalar passages ("Up and down she
wandered ... "); the rise and fall of the dynamics also reflects
the insistent searching. At" ... when he found her. ..," the
dynamic is piano (representative of the peace found in the
success of the journey). The meter change and texture
change to homophony in m . 32 is a prime example of word
painting, and the final dynamic shifts to forte on "O then
they fell a-kissing." Text: "Up and down he wandered, while
she was missing, when he found her, o then they fell akissing. 0, then they fell a-kissing."

13

Text

The text source is unknown (perhaps written by Farmer himself).

Fair Phyllis I saw sitting all alone,
Feeding her flock near to the mountainside.
The shepherds knew not whither she was gone,
But after her lover Amyntas hied.
Up and down he wandered, whilst she was missing;
When he found her, 0 then they fell a kissing.
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Part Two

The Baroque Era

Glorin, RV589, Antonio Vivaldi

15

15

Gloria, RV589
6. Domini Fili unigenite
8. Qui tollis peccata mundi
Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
SA solos, SATB chorus, oboe, trumpet, strings and continuo (30:00)
Edited by Paul Everett, Oxford University Press
Composer
Antonio Vivaldi began his musical career studying violin under his father, who was a
violinist at St. Mark's Basilica in Venice, Italy. He did not pursue music originally;
instead, he studied to become a priest and was ordained in 1703. Vivaldi was
nicknamed "The Red Priest" due to his red hair. As he began his priesthood, Vivaldi
simultaneously began teaching violin at an orphanage in Venice. The Ospednle della

Pietn was an orphanage devoted to girls interested in musical training. He eventually
became the maestro di cnppella, the highest position one could obtain at the orphanage.
Vivaldi traveled much during his tenure at the orphanage, mostly to compose. He is
most known for his instrumental works such as the Four Seasons concerti. Vivaldi also
wrote several vocal works, including 40 operas and numerous compositions in the
genres of the cantata, motet, oratorio and mass. With a heavy focus on composition and
travel in combination with an unspecified instance of inappropriate conduct, Vivaldi
left the orphanage and the priesthood. Returning to Vienna, Austria, Vivaldi died in
1741.9

Composition
The Gloria is one of the five parts of the mass, one of the primary sacred musical forms
of the Baroque. The text is derived from the traditional five-part Mass Ordinary used in
Catholic worship services. These five sections are the Gloria, Kyrie, Credo,
9

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 217-18.
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Sanctus/Benedictus and the Agnus Dei. It was not uncommon in the Baroque to set the
mass movements separately, although this particular Gloria was most likely a
movement in a complete mass composed by Vivaldi that has since been lost. 10 It
consists of 12 movements (the Oxford edition is condensed into 11), with seven full
chorus movements and solo movements for soprano and alto, soprano duet, and alto
solo with chorus. It is most likely scored for female soloists as it was composed during
the time that Vivaldi was employed at the Ospedale delln Pietn.

Historical Perspective
Vivaldi's Gloria, as previous mentioned, is one of the most widely performed choral
compositions of the Baroque. Vivaldi actually wrote two Gloria settings, RV588 and
RV589, the latter of which was the earliest sacred vocal composition of Vivaldi and his
most widely performed work. RV588 seems to be an arrangement of RV589, according
to Dennis Shrock. 11 Vivaldi's Gloria was most likely composed in the year 1716, as Paul
Everett states in his Preface to the score, although conflicting sources note anywhere
between the years 1713-1717.12

Stylistic Considerations
Vivaldi's Gloria is written in a textbook Baroque style. Homophonic textures, terraced
dynamics, imitation and simple rhythms permeate the score. Accurate performance of
the rhythmic structure is crucial as consistent and even rhythmic movement was
foundational in Baroque music. 13 This particular edition includes limited dynamic
instructions which mainly reflect the practice of terraced dynamics. The expressive
qualities of Vivaldi's Gloria can be further enhanced by applying the concept of messa di
Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 217-18.
Ibid., 218.
12 Antonio Vivaldi, Gloria (RV 589), ed. Paul Everitt (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996).
13 K. Marie Stolba, The Development of Western Music (Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1998), 231.
10
11

17

voce. Messa di voce refers to the expressive shaping of long tones, originally practiced in
Renaissance polyphony but extending into the performance of Baroque choral music.
Steven Plank describes the practice as a "blossom and decay" or "a ·sinking in on a long
note and rising from it dynamically." 14 To be historically accurate, this type of phrase
shaping should be performed throughout the score, especially in Movement 2, "Et in

terra pax hominibus," as its structural foundation rests on the use of sustained notes.
Also of relevance in regards to messa di voce is the use of straight-tone. Singing with
vibrato was not desirable in the Baroque era; therefore the messa di voce style of phrase
shaping is critical in preventing dullness of tone and achieving vibrant and meaningful
music. 15

In the Oxford edition, the "Domine Fili unigenite" tempo is marked Allegro alla francese,
meaning, "briskly in the French style." The dotted-eighth sixteenth rhythmic patterns
seen throughout the piece should be "strongly articulated" throughout (as noted in the
Preface in this edition). This buoyant rhythmic feel contributes to the child-like manner
of the piece, emphasizing the text that is translated as "Lord Jesus Christ, the only
begotten Son."

In the "Qui tollis peccnta mundi", Vivaldi places a natural stress on the first syllable of
each word in measures 8-10 with his elongated note values (dotted half-notes). This
emphasis expresses the pleading of the text for God to "receive our prayers" ('suscipe

deprecationem '). The additional use of a tenuto will place a necessary stress on these
notes to further accentuate the text. The final chord is major, revealing a sense of hope;
conductors should strive for a gradual dynamic build to this conclusion.

Steven E. Plank, Choral Perfonnnnce: A Guide to Historical Practice (Lanham, Maryland: Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 2004), 84.
1s Ibid., 85.
14
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Musical Elements
All movements of the Gloria provide a balance of homophonic and polyphonic textures,
harmonic foundation provided by the basso continuo, numerous Picardy Thirds, and
consistent metrical rhythm. These elements are characteristic of Baroque compositional
style. Movement 2, "Et in terrn pax hominibus" and Movement 11, "Cum Sancto Spirit11 "
provide the greatest challenges with complex polyphony.

Tonal unity is achieved in the work through the use of related keys. The Gloria begins
and ends in the same key, D Major. Vivaldi's choice of tonality is also closely related to
the text. For example, the text of Movement 1, "Gloria in excelsis Deo" expresses praise
to God and is set in a major key, whereas the text of Movement 7, "Domine Deus, Agnus

Dei" is a plea for mercy, and thus set in a minor key.

1. Gloria in excelsis deo: D Major
2. Et in terra pax hominibus: b minor
3. Laudamus te: G Major
4. Gratias aginrns tibi: e minor (Picardy Third on final cadence)
5. Domine Deus, Rex coelestis: C Major
6. Domine Fili unigenite: F Major
7. Domine Deus, Agnus Dei: d minor
8. Qui tollis peccata mundi: a minor (Picard Third on final cadence)
9. Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris: b minor
10. Quoniam tu solus sanctus: D Major
11. Cum Sancto Spiritu: D Major

Movement 6, "Domine Fili 11nigenite" is in the key of F Major with a predominantly
polyphonic texture. The dynamic level should be mezzo- forte to forte.
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Movement 8, "Qui tollis peccatn m1111di" is in the key of a minor with a predominantly
homopnonic texture. The movement ends with a Picardy Third that is scored in the alto
part. Add a crescendo to the final cadence to emphasize this change in tonality .

Form and Structure

The Gloria is divided into 11 contrasting movements. Vivaldi uses only one repetition
of his material in this work. The theme from Movement 1, "Gloria in excelsis deo," is also
found in Movement 10, "Quoniam tu s0111s sa11ct11s."

Movement 6, "Domine Fili zmigenite, " is a fugue, a popular compositional device of the
Baroque. The general form is A-B-A, with both A sections consisting of the subject and
development, and the B section consisting of developmental material. The first
statement of the subject is in the alto voice at measure 9, imitated in the dominant by the
soprano in measure 15. The bass introduces a countersubject in measure 9 that is also
imitated in the dominant by the tenor in measure 15.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-39)

Exposition; statement of the subject in the alto voice with the
answer in the soprano voice; countersubject and
development in all voices in the contrapuntal style

B (mm. 40-52)

Episodes; new thematic/developmental material in all voices

A (mm. 53-98)

Recapitulation; restatement of the subject in the tenor voice
with answer in the bass voice; countersubject and
development in all voices in the contrapuntal style

20

Movement 8, "Qui tollis peccata nzundi," is written in binary form with a seven measure
A section in 4/4, consisting of three phrases all endir1g in fermatas, and a 13 measure B
section in 3/2.

Text and Translation

The text of the piece comes from the traditional Gloria text from the Latin Mass
Ordinary.16

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO

Gloria in excelsis Deo.

Glory to God in the highest

ET IN TERRA PAX HOMINIBUS

Et in terr~ pax hominibus bonae voluntatis.

And on earth peace
To all those of good will.

LAUDAMUSTE

Laudamus te. Benedicimus te.
Adoramus te. Glorificamus te.

We praise thee. We bless thee.
We worship thee. We gloriftJ thee.

16

Ron Jeffers, Trmzslntions n11d A1111otntio11s of Choral Repertoire. Volume 1: Sacred Lnti11 Texts (Corvallis,
Oregon: Earthsongs, 1988), 48.

21

GRATIAS AGIMUS TIBI

Gratias agimus tibi propter magnam gloriam tuam.

We give thanks to thee
According to thy great glory.

DOMINE DEUS, REX COELESTIS

Domine Deus, Rex coelestis, Deus Pater omnipotens.

Lord God, Heavenly King/King of Heaven,
God the Father almighty.

DOMINE FILI UNIGENITE

Domine Fili unigenite, Jesu Christe.

Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son.

DOMINE DEUS, AGNUS DEi

Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patri.
Qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere nobis.

Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of the Father.
Thou who takest away the sins of the world,
Have mercy upon us.

QUI .TOLLIS PECCATA MUNDI

Qui tollis peccata mundi, suscipe deprecationem nostram.

Thou who takest away the sins of the world, receive our prayer.

22

QUI SEDES AD DEXTERAM PATRIS

Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, miserere nobis.

Thou who sittest at the right hand of the Father, have mercy upon us.

QUONIAM TU SOLUS SANCTUS

Quoniam tu solus sanctus. Tu solus Dominus.
Tu solus Altissimus, Jesu Christe.

For Thou alone art holy. Thou alone art the Lord.
Thou alone art the most high, Jesus Christ.

CUM SANCTO SPIRITU

Cum Sancto Spiritu in gloria Dei Patris. Amen.

With the Holy Spirit in the glory of God the Father. Amen.

23

Part Three

The Classical Era

"The Heavens are Telling" from The Creation, Joseph Haydn

24

24

The Heavens are Telling
from The Creation
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
SATB and piano (5:00)
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Composer

(Franz) Joseph Haydn was born in Austria into a family of amateur musicians. He was
a skilled instrumentalist on harpsichord, organ and violin. Haydn spent his childhood
not only performing as an instrumentalist but also serving as a chorister at St. Stephen's
Cathedral in Vienna. After his voice change, Haydn served as a private instrumental
instructor and began his compositional career. 17 In 1760, Haydn was appointed to the
highest position of Kapellmeister to Prince Esterhazy of Hungary and served the
Esterhazy court for the duration of his career. During his tenure with the Esterhazy
court, Haydn was able to spend a few influential years in London. He gained
experience conducting, performing, and composing; by the end of his time in London,
Haydn had received an honorary degree from Oxford University and was one of the
most well- respected composers in all of Europe. 18 Haydn died at home in Vienna on
May 31, 1809, a month after Napoleon conquered the city. Mozart's Requiem was
performed at Haydn's memorial service.19

Haydn was mainly self-taught as a composer; his first few compositions represent
sacred choral music, much like the music he first experienced as a performer. 20 The
majority of his compositions were written for the Esterhazy court. Haydn's choral

Dennis Shrock, Choml Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 362.
Ibid., 363.
19 Ibid.
20 K. Marie Stolba, Tile Develop111e11t of Westem M11sic (Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1998), 372.
17
18

25

output is mainly sacred and consists of fourteen masses, three oratorios, including The

Creation, and numerous other works of varying length and style.21

Composition
"The Heavens are Telling" is one of the choruses from Haydn's final oratorio, Die

Schopftmg (The Creation), which was composed between the years 1796-1798. The
Creation is considered to be Haydn's "most loved work." 22 The oratorio was based on
the Biblical books of Genesis and Psalms as well as British poet John Milton's Paradise

Lost, an epic poem describing the fall of man with the intent of "justify[ing] the ways of
God to men" .23 The libretto was compiled and written by Baron von Swieten. 24 The

Creation was originally composed with a German text but was immediately translated
into English; the published version in 1800 contained both texts. 25

Haydn's Creation was significantly influenced by his study of the works of Handel that
he experienced during his time in England. 26 The Creation is divided into three sections,
which was Handel's standard compositional form. The first two parts of the oratorio
illustrate the first six days of creation, and the third part highlights Adam and Eve
giving thanks for the creation. Each section contains further allusions to Handel's
influence in Haydn's significant use of word painting and his inclusion of large
choruses. 27

Dennis Shrock, Chornl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 363.
James Webster and Georg Feder, "Haydn, Joseph", Grove Music O11li11e, Oxford Music O11li11e,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/44593pg8 (accessed Oct. 15, 2012).
23 New Arts Library, "Paradise Lost - A Brief Overview," Paradise Lost Study Guide,
http://www.paradiselost.org/ (accessed Oct. 15, 2012).
24 K. Marie Stolba, The Develop111e11t of Western Music (Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1998), 373.
25 Dennis Shrock, Chornl Repertoire, 363
26 K. Marie Stolba, The Development of Western Music, 373.
27 James Webster and Georg Feder, "Haydn, Joseph", Grove Music O11/i11e, Oxford M11sic O11/i11e,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/44593pg8 (accessed Oct. 15, 2012).
21

22

26

The Creation is scored for STB solos, SATB chorus, three fiutes, two oboes, two clarinets,
three bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones, timpani, strings and
continuo. "The Heavens are Telling" is one of Haydn's masterpiece choruses from the
work that has since become part of standard choral repertoire and is often performed
individually. 28 It is the closing chorus of the first portion of the oratorio. The choral
edition by G. Schirmer, Inc. is scored for STB solos (the archangels Gabriel, Uriel and
Raphael), SATB chorus and piano accompaniment.

Historical Perspective
Classical music, in general, was straightforward and structured. It contained easily
defined forms, thin textures, and mainly homophonic writing with limited points of
imitation compared to the quite contrasting musical style of the Baroque.29 Expression
was achieved through the u se of tempo and dynamics. Haydn's "The Heavens are
Telling" certainly models these compositional characteristics.

The oratorio as a genre was extremely popular in the Baroque, and its status remained
elevated through the Classical era. In fact, most Classical choral composers wrote
oratorios; Haydn himself composed two.30 An oratorio, by definition, is a multimovement dramatic work set to a sacred text, scored for soloists, choir and orchestra.
Haydn's premiere performance of The Creation was performed with twenty-four singers
and sixty instrumentalists; the performances of large-scale Classical works always
involved twice as many instrumentalists as singers. The reason for this was that the
choirs were positioned in front of the orchestra, and the lesser number of singers was

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 369.
Jbid., 355.
JO Ibid., 357.
28

29

27

required to achieve desired balance. 31 As previously mentioned, The Creation was
Haydn's most beloved work.

Technical and Stylistic Considerations
It must be remembered that "The Heavens are Telling" is a chorus from a larger work.
The purpose of the chorus in the context of The Creation is purely to celebrate the glory
of God; therefore, vibrant sonorities and powerful dynamics are necessary, especially
on the homophonic passages. The frequent occurrence of sustained notes should
employ the use of a mild crescendo to maintain the movement of the musical line.
Independence and strength of vocal lines is especially critical in the contrapuntal
sections; conducting cues will be necessary. In contrast, the solo sections of the piece
are reserved and soft; a clear difference in d ynamics between these two sections should
be audible. The celebratory mood is also felt in the consistent metrical rhythm and the
strong pulse throughout the piece. The accompanist needs to be articulate and precise
in the execution of the piano accompaniment. Choral attacks and releases should be
precise to maintain the rhythmic integrity of the work. Entrances in the polyphonic
sections should be strong, especially where the main theme is stated. This occurs
primarily in formal sections E through G. Textually, in phrases ending with the word
"firmament," placement of the final 't' will need to be addressed.

Musical Elements
"The Heavens are Telling" is set in the key of C major, which is the key frequently used
to represent God's power and glory. 32 The vocal parts are mainly diatonic with the
exception of some chromatic lines in the final three sections. Many of the vocal lines are
scalar; using solfeggio to teach pitches is suggested. The range for all voice parts is
31
32

Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 356.
K. Marie Stolba, The Development of Westem Mu sic (Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1998), 373.
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manageable, but the tessitura is high in some places for the tenor, sometimes reaching
an A4. The texture is predominantly homophonic, with imitative polyphony emerging
in the final three sections. The tempo is marked Allegro and remains consistent
ferrr1i1.+, (i/·l 1(!i d)
throughout the piece except for the fermatas in measures 91-93. Dynamics are marked
clearly in the score; the solo sections, or verses, are marked piano whereas the choir
sections, or the repeated chorus, are marked forte. Because the verses present new
information, a softer dynamic is used. The repetitive text in the chorus sections merits
the use of the forte .

. ~·t;vi'vt
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Form and Structure
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The formal structure of the piece is ABCDC EFG. Sections A and C utilize the same text .
The final three sections, E-G, also use the same text and are a development of the C
section.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-18)

SATB chorus; homophonic texture; forte

B (mm. 19-37)

STB solos; homophonic texture; piano

C (mm. 38-54)

SATB chorus; polyphonic texture; imitation; forte

D (mm. 55-94)

STB solos; polyphonic texture; piano; dictated tempo change
(mm. 91-93)

C 1 (mm. 95-105)

SATB chorus; polyphonic texture; imitation; forte; differs
from C in final cadence

E (mm. 106-143)

SATB chorus; polyphonic texture; forte; imitation; mild
chromaticism

29

Section

Description

F (mm. 144-173)

SATB chorus; polyphonic texture; forte; imitation; mild
chromaticism

G (mm. 174-196)

SATB chorus; polyphonic texture; forte; imitation; mild
chromaticism

Text

The text is taken from Psalm 19:1-3.
The heavens are telling the glory of God; the wonder of His work displays the
firmament.
The day that is coming speaks to the day; the night that is gone to following night.
In all the lands resounds the word; never unperceived, ever understood.

30

Part Four

The Romantic Era

"O schone Nacht" from Vier Qunrtette Op. 92, No. 1, Johannes Brahms

31

31

0 schone N acht
from Vier Quartette Op. 92, No. 1
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
SATB Chorus and piano (3:00)
Andrew S. Collins Edition
(Available from the Choral Public Domain Library)

Composer

Johaimes Brahms was perhaps the most influential choral composer of the Romantic
era. Born in Hamburg, Germany, Brahms began musical training at a young age from
his father who was a professional musician. He was a child pianist and started his
compositional career with arrangements of Germanic folk songs in his teenage years.33
In addition to Brahms' studies of German folk songs, he also studied the masterworks

of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and numerous other Renaissance, Baroque and Classical
composers. Influences of these composers' styles can be found in his choral works.
Brahms gained experience and recognition as a composer and conductor by serving as
the choral director at several courts and churches throughout Germany in his twenties
and thirties.34 His success allowed him to become accepted into prestigious musical
circles; Brahms was well acquainted with Robert and Clara Schumaim and many other
well-known composers of the time. In his lifetime, Brahms composed one Requiem,
many large-scale secular works, several a cappella choral pieces, chamber pieces and
canons in addition to his significai1t output of instrumental music. He composed in
both sacred and secular idioms. His most famous composition is his Ein deu tsches

Requiem (A German Requiem) which is considered to be "the best-known sacred work
of the Romantic era." 35 Brahms' music was certainly popular in his lifetime and it
remains in high regard to this day.
Dennis Shrock, Cltornl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 474.
Ibid.
35 Ibid., 476.
33

34
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Composition

"O schone Nacht" was composed in 1877.36 The piece can be classified as a secular
German lied, an art song for choir. "O schone Nacht" is a setting of a secular poem by
Georg F. Daumer, a contemporary of Brahms. It was originally written for a vocal
quartet and piano, but in modern times has been most commonly performed with a
mixed chorus. Because it was intended for performance by a quartet of professional
singers, many exposed solo lines are found in the score. Many of Brahms' characteristic
compositional techniques are utilized in this piece. His use of canonic imitation,
illustrious piano scoring, flawless part writing, and sensitive text setting is profound.
"O schone Nacht" is one of Brahms' most popular and commonly performed works.37

Historical Perspective

Brahms was passionate about German folklore; he was fascinated. with Germanic folk
songs and poetry and was a fervent reader.38 He lived during the Romantic period
when secular literature was at its height. Therefore, many of his choral works are
settings of secular poetry by German writers. Brahms carefully selected his texts and
chose those that would be enhanced by the music. Consequently, he did not only
utilize poetry by respected and established writers, but also set texts by lesser-known
modern poets.39 Brahms' choral music showcases his uncanny ability to marry the text
and song, and in many ways his secular choral music reflects the principles of the
popular Romantic art song.

George S. Bozarth and Walter Frisch, "Brahms, Johannes," Grove Music 011li11e,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/51879pg1 (accessed Oct. 20, 2012).
37 Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire, 479.
38 George S. Bozarth and Walter Frisch, "Brahms, Joharmes ."
39 Ibid.
36
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Technical and Stylistic Considerations
The rhythmic complexity found in "O schone Nacht" is undeniable. Frequent duple
versus triple rhythmic patterns are found, not only in the voices against the piano, but
within the piano part itself. Hemiolas in the final six measures of the piece add
importance to the final cadence. Overall, the complex rhythm, that is seemingly veiled
at times, is certainly characteristic of the fluidity of Romantic music. This fluidity
results in an almost effortless sounding performance; rhythmic independence is
necessary to achieve this desired sound.

'\
The piano part serves more as an independent musical line than as merely
accompaniment. This concept mimics the art song, another popular form of the
Romantic era. Therefore, an accomplished and confident pianist is needed for a
successful performance.

Musical Elements
"O schone Nacht" is set in the key of E Major with a brief modulation to C Major in
measures 45-60. The tessitura for all voice parts is fairly manageable except for two
cases; the tenor sings a G4 and the bass an E4. The texture is mainly homophonic.
Monophony exists in the vocal parts during the section solos. The only polyphony
included in the piece is in the brief canonic section in measures 54-58. The tempo
marking is Andante con moto, which allows for the use of rubato, a characteristic of music
of the Romantic period. The dynamics included in the score are also representative of
the period in their constant variation, specifically with the frequent use of the crescendo
and decrescendo. This constant fluctuation aids in expressing the deep emotion of the
text. Numerous instances of text painting are found within Brahms' score, another trait
of Romantic music, as a whole, and of Brahms' style, specifically. Examples of text
painting are detailed below under Form and Structure.

34

Form and Structure

"O schone Nacht" can be divided into four main sections that are arranged in this
formal structure: ABA1B1CA 110.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-11)

E Major; First statement of the A theme; SATB; homophonic

texture; text painting in the legato phrase, emphasizing the
word "lovely" (mm. 4-8)
B (mm. 12-27)

First statement of the B theme; bass and tenor soli;
monophonic texture; duple vs. triple (mm. 21-28)

1

A (mm. 28-32)

Restatement of slightly altered A theme; SATB; homophonic
texture

B 1 (mm. 33-45)

Restatement of the B theme; alto and soprano soli;
monophonic texture; text painting in the soprano line with
the forte on "power" (m. 41) and dotted rhythms
representing the playfulness of the nightingales (mm. 43-44)

C (mm. 46-61)

New material; modulation to C Major; homophony and first
occurrence of polyphony in the canonic imitation (mm. 5458); text painting in the use of mezza voce (half voice) and

piano dynamic as the text describes intimacy: "his lover";
duple vs. triple (mm. 51-54 and mm. 59-61)
A 11 (mm. 62-67)

E Major; Restatement of slightly altered A theme; SA TB;

homophonic texture
D (mm. 68-76)

Coda; SATB; homophonic texture; hemiola (mm. 71-76)
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Text and Translation

The text was written by German Romantic poet Georg Friederich Daumer (1800-1875) .
The translation provided is by Paine and Jeffers, adapted by Andrew Collins. 40

0 schone Nacht!

am Himmel marchenhaft erglanzt der Mond in seiner ganzen Pracht;
Um ihn der kleinen Stern e liebliche Genossenschaft.
0 schone Nacht!

Es schimmert hell der Tau am griinen Halm;
Mit Macht im Fliederbusche schlagt die Nachtigall .
Der Knabe schleicht zu seiner Liebsten sacht.
0 schone Nacht!

0 lovely night!

In the sky, magically, the moon shines in all its splendor;
Around it, the pleasant company of little stars .
0 lovely night!

The dew glistens brightly on the green stem;
In the lilac bush, the nightingale sings lustily;
The youth steals away quietly to his love .
0 lovely night!

40 Johannes

Brahms, 0 Schone Nncht, ed. by Andrew Collins (Andrew S. Coll ins, 2001).
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Part Five

The 20 th Century

"Ubi Caritas" from Quntre motets sur des themes Gregoriens op. 10,
Maurice Durufle

37

The Best of Rooms, Randall Thompson

42

37

Ubi Caritas
from Quatre motets sur des themes Gregoriens op. 10
Maurice Dumfle (1902-1986)

SATTBB a cappella (2:30)
Durand S. A. Editions
Composer
Maurice Durufle was a notable composer of the 20th Century. Born in Louviers, France
in 1902, he studied at the Rouen Cathedral Choir School and later attended the Paris
Conservatoire. Durufle' s main instrument was the organ, which he studied along with
composition at the Conservatoire. As an adult, Durufle was employed as the organist at
St. Etiem1e-du-Mont in addition to being a teacher of harmony at the Paris
Conservatoire. His compositional output was minimal although well-received. Durufle
composed fourteen works in total, six of which are for chorus. His style reflects a
fascination with Gregorian chant. In fact, chant melodies provide the foundation for
many of his compositions, including his Requiem op. 9 and Quatre motets SU1' des themes

Gregoriens op. 10.41

Composition and Historical Perspective
Composed in 1960, "Ubi Caritas" is the first piece in Durufle's Quatre motets sur des

themes Gregoriens op. 10. All four pieces are choral settings of existing Gregorian chant
melodies. The other pieces in the set include "Tota pulchra es," "Tu es Petrus," and
"Tantum ergo." The text in the set remains in Latin as in the original chant. 42 The
original "Ubi Caritas" chant was used as a part of the Maundy Thursday service. It has
three verses; Durufle has set the first verse in his interpretation of the text. 43
Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 581-582.
42 Maurice Durufle, Ubi Cnritns (Durand S.A. Editions, 1960).
43 Ron Jeffers, Trn11 s/ntio11s nnd Annotations of Chornl Repertoire. Vo/11me 1: Sacred Latin Texts (Corvallis,
Oregon: Earthsongs, 1988), 230.
41

38

Durufle lived during the 20 th Century, which was a time of musical experimentation.
Former rules of music composition existent in the Romantic era seemed constricting to
Modern composers. New concepts regarding genre, tonality, rhythm, and texture were
explored, resulting in creative uses of sound, instrumentation, harmony and form.
Although many composers were innovating these new musical concepts, other
composers were returning to more conventional genres and styles and stimulating a
renewed interest in these former trends. 44 Among composers fascinated with the past
was Maurice Durufle. In fact, several French composers who also held church positions
like Durufle reinvested in traditional sacred forms. 45 Durufle' s "Ubi Caritas" is unique
in that it combines a traditional text and melody with modern 20 th Century techniques,
including complex rhythmic structures and tone clusters. Durufle' s combination of past
and present compositional styles has resulted in an exceptional choral masterpiece.

Technical and Stylistic Considerations
The frequent meter changes in "Ubi Caritas" could present a challenge for some choirs.
Although the meter changes are recurrent, the rhythmic patterns by themselves are
simple and employ predominately quarter and eighth notes. However, the "Amen"
section at the conclusion of the piece is rhythmically challenging and will require
special attention. Tempo changes need to be clearly conducted to ensure that the
singers remain locked into the rhythm at all times.

44
45

Dennis Shrock, C/10rnl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 559-560.
Ibid., 565.
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Because the texture is homophonic, balanced chords are of obvious concern. If the
ensemble is imbalanced in favor of female voices, the second altos could sing the first
tenor part in the B section. This will also assist the higher tessitura for the tenors. If
necessary, the altos could sing the first tenor part in the A section while the sopranos
sing the alto line.

The tone clusters in the male voices also present a challenge. The conductor will need
to carefully isolate measures 1-4, all repetitions of this motif, and measures 33-39 to
achieve independence and balance among all the parts.

As with all Latin texts, tall vowels and forward resonance should be utilized to achieve
a pure and well-blended so1md.

Musical Elements
"Ubi Caritas" is in the key of E-flat Major. Modulations tog minor, C Major and F
Major occur briefly in the B section, but the piece concludes in the original key. The
chant melody is fotmd in the alto part in both A sections and in the soprano part in the
B section. The other vocal parts provide harmony within a homophonic texture. A
double-choir effect is present in the alto part in both A sections, imitating the original
responsorial quality of the Gregorian chant. The meter changes throughout the work,
partially reflecting the irregular meter of Gregorian chant. The tempo is marked as

Andante sostenuto-slow and sustained. Additional tempo and dynamic markings are
included in the score and aid in the meaningful presentation of this prayerful text.

40

Form and Structure
1

The piece is in ternary form: ABA •

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-14)

E-flat Major; chant melody presented in the first choir alto;
homophonic structure in the TB voices; passing dissonant
harmonies; soprano is tacet; antiphonal chant in the alto section
(reminiscent of responsorial qualities of Gregorian chant)

B (mm. 15-28)

g minor; chant melody in the soprano section; homophonic texture;
C Major cadence in m. 18; F Major cadence in m. 24; final cadence

in E-flat Major in m. 28

A 1(mm. 29-39)

E-flat Major; chant melody returns to alto section; homophonic
texture; sustained tone cluster in TTB parts

41

Text and Translation

The text is from the antiphon (or, chant melody) Ubi Caritas.46

Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi est.

Where there is charity and love, God is there.

Congregavit nos in unum Christi amor .

The love of Christ has gathered us together.

Exsultemus et in ipso jucundemur.

Let us rejoice and be glad in it.

Timeamus et amemus Deum vivum.

Let us revere and love the living God.

Et ex corde diligamus nos sincero.

And from a sincere heart let us love one another.

Ron Jeffers, Trn11slatio11s muf Annotations of Choral Repertoire. Volume 1: Sacred Lati11 Texts (Corvallis,
Oregon: Earth.songs, 1988), 229.
46
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The Best of Rooms
Randall Thompson (1899-1984)
SATB a cappella (3:30)

E. C. Schirmer Music Company
Composer

Randall Thompson is one of America's most beloved choral conductors, composers and
educators. He was born in 1899 in New York City, spent his childhood in New Jersey,
and lived most of his adult life in Boston. Thompson's academic career began at
Harvard University where he completed both his undergraduate and graduate musical
studies. Following his Harvard years, he was awarded two music fellowships and
earned many honorary doctorates for his compositional accomplishments. 47
Thompson's work as a collegiate educator began at Wellesley College in 1927; his career
is marked by the various positions he held at prestigious institutions including the
University of California at Berkeley, the Curtis Institute of Music, where he taught
Leonard Bernstein, the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Princeton University,
and his alma mater, Harvard University. 48 Thompson's sincere interest in the collegiate
choral environment deepened as a result of a survey he performed in 1935, published as

College Music, of which the intent was to improve the music curriculum at the university
level.49 Known as the "Dean of American Choral Composers" for his extensive work in
the collegiate music system across the country, Thompson dedicated his life's work to
improving the study of music. 50

Caroline Benser and David Urrows, Rmzdn/1 Tho111pso11: A Bio-Bibliography (New York: Greenwood Press,
1991), 5.
4s Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 720.
49 Elliot Forbes, Randall Thompson: Brief Life of a Choral Composer, Hnrvnrd Mngnzine,
July-August 2001, http://harvardmagazine.com/ 2001/07/randall-thompson.html (accessed Apr. 10, 2012).
so Dennis Shrock, Choral Repertoire, 720.
47
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In addition to his large contributions to music in higher education, Thompson's
compositional output was also a major realm of influence. He composed twenty-seven
choral works of which many have become a part of the standard repertoire for high _
school, college and community choirs. His most popular pieces are his short works for
mixed chorus, including Frostiana (1959), a set of seven Robert Frost poems for various
voicings and The Best of Rooms (1963) for SATB choir a cappella.

Composition

The Best of Rooms was composed in 1963. It was Thompson's last composed choral work
of real significance, according to Dennis Shrock.s·, The piece is based on a poem by
Robert Herrick entitled Christ's Pnrt (1647). Herrick (1591-1674) was a British poet of the
Renaissance. 52 The sentiment of the poem is that Christ desires and deserves to be given
the "best of rooms," meaning, the heart. All of Thompson's characteristic compositional
traits are demonstrated in this work. His style is generally conservative, providing
tonal foundations with limited dissonances and simple rhythmic structures. As Nick
Strimple says, Thompson has a gift for writing expressive melodies with sensitivity to
texts which contribute to meaningful performances for both singers and listeners alike.53
The reflective text in The Best of Rooms is set exquisitely in Thompson's use of fluid
melodies and in his sensitive application of tempo and dynamics.

Historical Perspective
Randall Thompson lived in the 20th Century, the height of compositional
experimentation in the United States. Contemporaries of his were exploring
compositional trends including serialism, minimalism and atonality, all of which
Dennis Shrock, Chornl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 722.
Poets.org, "Robert Herrick", The Academy of American Poets,
http://www. poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/197 (accessed Oct. 23, 2012).
53 Nick Strimple, Clzornl Music in the Twentieth Century (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 2002), 226.
51

52
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disinterested Thompson. Although Thompson's somewhat conservative music was not
as popular in academia as h e may have hoped, it certainly was admired in the amateur
market. 54 As Strimple so clearly states, "Virtually everyone who sang in a high school
or college choir in the United States after 1936 performed some portion of Thompson's
work."55 This is what Thompson desired; art that was accessible. He stated the
following in his own d efense: "If a piece is too difficult for amateurs to sing, then the
chances are that it is no t good enough ." 56 Thompson's accessible style was wellreceived by many, as evidenced by the fact that many of his pieces were commissioned.

Stylistic Considerations
Thompson's melodies are truly expressive and accurate reflections of the text. In order
for this contemplative text to be communicated well, performance of these melodies
must be fluid and attuned to the d ynamic markings that Thompson included in his
score. The articulations also aid in the declamation of the text; singers should be precise
in their performance of such markings. Thompson also uses dynamics and tempo
changes to achieve great impact at cadence points, and, most certainly, at the climax of
the piece in measure 33. In order to create the greatest musical effect, performers must
be successful in portraying both the subtle nuances and the intense moments of the
piece.

Caroline Benser and David Urrows, Rn11dnll Thompson: A Bio-Bibliography (New York: Greenwood Press,
1991), 34.
55 Nick Strimple, Choral Music in the Twentieth Century, (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 2002), 226.
56 Caroline Benser and David Urrows, Rmzdnll Thompson: A Bio-Bibliography, 36.
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As in all music, moving notes should come to the forefront of the texture. Thompson
propels the motion of the piece forward through his use of moving notes, especially the
eighth notes in the climax at measures 29-35. Although this section is diatonic and
scalar, intonation could become an issue here as the alto and bass sing thirds an octave
apart.

Harmonically speaking, Th.e Best of Rooms is predominantly tonal and set in the key of
A-flat major. The use of secondary dominants may present some challenges with the
consequential chromaticisms. Mild diatonic dissonances are included and should be
subtly emphasized; in most cases they are included for text stresses.

Musical Elements

Th.e Best of Rooms remains in the key of A-flat major throughout the piece, despite the
use of secondary harmonic structures. The texture is mainly homophonic with minor
instances of polyphony. The rhythmic structure is comprised of mainly quarter and
eighth note patterns, with the occasional use of syncopation. The tessitura is mainly
comfortable for all voice parts; however, sopranos and tenors are required to sing an AS
and A4, respectively which may be beyond comfortable range. The tempo is marked

Adagio intimo e devote, meaning "slow, intimate and devoted"; this is a tempo and a
stylistic instruction. Numerous dynamic and articulation instructions are provided in
the score to further enhance the setting of the text.

46

Form and Structure

The piece is through-composed: ABC. The musical components of the first ten
measures of A are repeated in B; otherwise, no material is revisited.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-15)

A-flat Major; tonal; homophonic texture; cadence on IV in measure
15

B (mm. 16-38)

Repeat of first ten measures of A; use of secondary dominants (mm.
24-26); moving eighth notes in all parts (mm. 29-35); poco nwvendo
(more motion) and crescendo propel the music to the climax in
measure 33; rallentando to the authentic cadence (soprano pitch on
the fermata is an anticipation of the cadence on beat one of measure
39)

C (mm. 39-50)

Coda; Tempo 1; alto pitch in measure 49 is a suspension which
resolves to the final cadence; unusual VII/I cadence

Text

The text is that of Robert Herrick's poem, Christ's Pnrt (1647). 57

Christ, He requires still, whereso' er He comes,
To feed, or lodge, to have the best of rooms;
Give Him the choice; grant Him the nobler part
Of all the house: the best of all's the heart.

57

Randall Thompson, The Best of Rooms, (E. C. Schirmer Music Co mpany, 2003).
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Part Six

Multicultural Selections from the 21 st Century

Son de Camaguey, arr. Stephen Hatfield

48

Kaki Lambe, arr. Brian Tate

53

A City Called Heaven, arr. Josephine Poelinitz

59
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Son de Camaguey
Traditional Cuban Folk Song
arr. Stephen Hatfield (b. 1956)
SATB Chorus and Percussion (3:00)
Boosey & Hawkes, Inc .
Composer
Stephen Hatfield is a contemporary Canadian composer, born in 1956 in British
Columbia. He currently resides in Vancouver. He is well known for his multi-cultural
choral compositions and arrangements. Hatfield's journey as a choral composer began
when he found himself starting a high school choir with a limited budget. His pieces
almost always incorporate "world music": folk songs, rhythms, and/or concepts
gathered from traditions around the world. He is a firm believer in music that is
engaging, educational, and inspirational. Hatfield's music brings about a sense of
community like none other.58

Composition and Historical Perspective

Son de Camaguey is an arrangement of a Cuban folk song from the town of Camaguey.
Camaguey lies in south central Cuba, almost exactly in the center of the island. It is
Cuba's third largest c~ty and serves as an important cultural center for art and music. 59

Hatfield writes in the musical score, "Son de Camaguey is a Cuban folk song from which
I have taken the refrain and framed it with kaleidoscopic patterns of ostinatos inspired
by the song and by Afro-Cuban music in general. The verse of the song praises not only
the music and scenery of Camaguey, but also how naturally good-looking the people
are. The song should be performed not only with a sense of celebrating the culture, but

Stephen Hatfield, www.stephenhatfield.com (accessed Nov. 14, 2011).
s9 David Stanley, "Cuba-Pictu res.com," http://www.cuba-pictures.com/ (accessed Nov. 28, 2012).

58

49

also with a sense of physical confidence and well-being." 60 Son de Camaguey is a highenergy piece with a brisk tempo. The text is in Spanish,·but only a few simple phrases
must be learned.

Stylistic Considerations
Hatfield provides excellent stylistic guides not only in the score, but also in his
performance notes that accompany the score. In the vocal parts, there are many places
in which quick scoops are desired as this is consistent with performance practice. He
notes that scoops may be added in additional places, but to be careful to not scoop into
every single note as students may be tempted to do. The articulations included in the
score are helpful in creating the playful rhythmic feel, in locking the varied rhythmic
patterns together, and in emphasizing the text. Hatfield also provides clearly marked
dynamic instructions that should be followed to produce the desired musical effect.

The rhythms are to be performed loosely. Singers will be able to feel the rhythm as they
become more familiar with the parts. Hatfield notes that students should want to
mambo not break dance, thus suggesting a relaxed rhythmic feel. Although the piece is
written in 4/4, it is suggested that the piece be conducted in 2/2 to grasp this relaxed
rhythmic feel of the piece.

As far as percussion is concerned, the parts included in the score are mainly a guideline.
Hatfield writes on his website that "[t]he percussion parts, which are sketched in but
rely on the players' ability to comp, are ideal if you have, as many schools do, a tribe of
percussionists, often non-reading, whom you'd love to motivate, but can't think of
anything to do with. The Cuban style gives them a chance to bring out all the toys, and
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Stephen Hatfield, Son de Cnmnguey (Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., 1998).

so
the score gives them the chance to solo, as well as accompany." 61 The most crucial
percussion instrument that needs to come through the texture is the cowbell. Besides
that, students are urged to use their improvisational skills.

Musical Elements and Technical Considerations
The rhythm of Son de Camaguey is certainly the most crucial aspect of this piece. The
literal translation of the title is "The Rhythm/Sound of Camaguey" which solidifies the
importance that the rhythm holds. Hatfield states that "Son is a musical style in Cuban
music, as well as meaning "sound" in a more general sense .. . Son relies on a floating
downbeat, where the rhythmic emphasis of the bass line avoids the emphatic first beat
usually present in western music." 62 The entire piece is constructed of ostinati which all
"groove" together, according to Hatfield. 63 It is important that the singers internalize
this groove, not being too concerned about exact rhythms as printed on the page;
performing the rhythm too strictly would not be true to the traditional practices of this
Afro-Cuban style of music. The rhythmic patterns are in general quite playful, which
model the light-hearted text in praise of the beauty of the land and the people of
Camaguey, quite well.

The polyphonic writing style provides each section with important melodic lines so that
everyone is spotlighted at some point throughout the piece. This generally keeps all
students engaged, as they do not merely sing harmony to the melody. For example, the
refrain of the folk song is first stated in the tenor line, yet reappears in the soprano line
and bass line in measures 21-26, 45-50 and 78-83, respectively. Also, the altos begin the

Stephen Hatfield, "Pieces for Mixed Voices-SA TB and Beyond,"
http://stephenhatfield.com/MixedVoicesSATB.asp (accessed Nov. 14, 2011).
62
Stephen Hatfield, "Liner notes for As Above, So Below,"
http://www .stephenhatfield.com/AsAboveSoBelow.asp (accessed Dec. 4, 2012).
63 Stephen Hatfield, S011 de Cn111ng11ey (Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., 1998).
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piece, which is typically the job of the melody-singing sopranos. Each section has
ostinati that have crucial melodic components and demand independence of parts.
Hatfield also composes with a lot of voice crossing which emphasizes his goal of
providing all singers with a meaningful and melodic part. It may be helpful when
teaching the piece to have students experience all vocal lines so they can better
understand the layers of the music and how the rhythms are intended to fit together.

Form and Structure

The piece is constructed as a series of ostinati that overlap in conjunction with
statements of the traditional refrain. In general, it is through-composed as the
development of the ostinati varies. Four main sections can be determined: ABCD .

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-19)

Introduction; ostinati presented and layered by each voice in this
order: alto, bass, soprano, tenor .

B (mm. 20-44)

First statement of the refrain (tenor, mm.21-26); development of the
theme continues with new ostinati and nonsense syllables ("na-na"
and "no-no") in mm. 27-44 .

C (mm. 45-76)

Second statement of the refrain (soprano, mm. 45-50); development
of the theme continues in mm. 51-76; similar material is presented
here as in A, but with each voice singing a different part and the
addition of new nonsense syllables ("la-la-oh") .

D (mm. 77-101)

Third statement of the refrain (bass, mm. 78-82); new but similar
developmental material and new harmonies appear .
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Text and Translation

Translation: "It's a beautiful thing; it's a wild and splendid coast. These are our traditions -

what a beautiful soundf "64 A word-for-word translation is detailed below.
Son de Camaguey (Rhythm/Sound of Camaguey)
Esta, esta es acosa linda

This is a thing lovely
Esta, esta acosta brava

This is a coast great
Esta es cosa linda

This is a thing lovely
Esta tas tradiciones

These traditions
Ay que linda son

Oh how lo,vely they are!

Pronunciation Guide

Spanish utilizes the five basic Latin vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o], and [u]. The consonants "l"
and "t'' should be dentalized and the "r" should always be flipped. Words in Spanish
should elide, or glide smoothly, from one to the other (Blackstone 606-7). 65

Stephen Hatfi eld, "Liner notes for As Above, So Below,"
http://www.stephenhatfield.com/AsAboveSoBelow.asp (accessed Dec. 4, 2012).
65 Marcela Molina, "Las Amarillas" in Teac'1i11g music through perfor111a11ce i11 Choir, edited by H.J.

64

Buchanan and M. W. Mehaffey (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2007), 2: 606-07.
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Kaki Lambe
Traditional Senegal/Arranged by Brian Tate (b. 1954)
SATB and percussion (3:30)
Pavane Publishing (Distributed by Hal Leonard, Inc.)
Composer

Brian Tate is a contemporary choral composer, known mainly for his arrangements of
multicultural folk songs. Based in Vancouver, Tate is an also an active vocalist,
conductor, and educator. He was educated at the University of British Columbia and at
other reputable institutions in London and Toronto. In addition to composing for
choir, Tate also has won awards for music he has composed for theater, film, and
television. Currently he performs with a jazz quartet and a trio, TriVo. Tate also serves
as the conductor of the City Soul Choir in Vancouver, and he is a member of the faculty
at Langara College's theatre school, Studio 58. Tate is an active clinician and supporter
of music as a means of personal growth and self-expression. His choral music is
performed worldwide. 66

Composition and Historical Perspective

Kaki Lambe is based on a traditional harvest song of Senegal. Brian Tate writes in the
score that the song is a prayer to "Kaki Lambe, the masked father of destiny, who
appears from the forest to revitalize and heal the community." Usually the song is sung
during rice harvesting.67 The text is set in an African dialect, which loosely translates to
"Protector of the harvest, come to me, come to us." Tate learned the song from a
colleague of his; he scored the original chant in the alto part. He took what he knew of
►

the song and the dialect and transferred this knowledge into his arrangement of the

►
►
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Bri an Tate Music, " Brian Tate Biog raphy", Bri an Tate Music,
http://www .briantatemusic.com/about.php, (accessed Oct. 23, 2012).
67 Brian Tate, Knki Lnmbe (Milwaukee, WI: Pa.vane Publishing, 2005).
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chant. Therefore, a direct translation is unknown. 68 The piece is published by Pavane
Publishing and is part of their Multicultural Choral Series.

Nick Strimple states that "choral singing ... was not widely accepted in twentiethcentury Africa" although many "non-African composers" created choral literature
based on African musical styles. 69 Tate's Kaki Lambe is one such example. Kaki Lambe
incorporate;influences of African music in its rhythmic vitality, u se of percussion, and
incorporation of an original Senegalese melody and text.

Technical and Stylistic Considerations
The style of Kaki Lambe is representative of African music in many ways, the most
obvious being its extensive use of percussion and h eavy reliance on rhythm. Tate
includes four percussion parts in the score: djembe, shaker, bell and djw1-djun. He does
note that the percussion parts included in the score are simple: more complex parts can
be found online. The percussion parts are ostinato patterns seeming almost as
improvisations; this is another common characteristic of African music. The rhythm
must be tightly locked into the pulse but also seem as though it is actually improvised.
The chosen percussionists must be competent and confident to ensure that the rhythmic
integrity of the piece is maintained:

As far as the vocal parts, the melodic patterns should be relatively simple to learn as
they are simple ostinati. This foundational simplicity is what makes Kaki Lambe such an
accessible piece. The entire piece is based on these main melodic units; the challenge
lies in successfully layering the ostinato patterns and memorizing the form of the piece.
Another challenge singers may encounter is sustaining a high level of energy, especially
68
69

Brian Tate, e-mail message to composer, October 23, 2012.
Nick Strimple, Chornl M11sic in the Twentieth Century (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 2002), 194.
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for the bass and alto parts as they sing the same ostinato for the duration of the piece.
Proper vocal production and breathing skills must be developed so that intonation and
tone quality are maintained. Stylistically, the bass and alto ostinato patterns should be
performed energetically and rhythmically, while the soprano and tenor parts should be
more fluid. Tate requests that a "slight scoop" be performed on the downbeat of the
first and third measures of the soprano and tenor ostinato (on the text "mo"); this
emphasizes the primitive nature of the music.

Brian Tate also addresses vocal tone in the score. Kaki Lambe is not a classical piece;
therefore, the singers should not sing in a classical style, but rather in a style that would
be used in the performance of a folksong. The tone should be "bright and nasal, with
straight tone and no vibrato." 70

Musical Elements

Kaki Lambe is set in the key of d minor. The texture is polyphonic as a direct result of the
layering of several ostinato patterns among the four to five voice parts and the four
percussion parts. The rhythm of this piece is difficult: it must be tightly locked into the
pulse, but the overall performance of the piece should feel effortless. Rhythmic patterns
are simple; the percussionists have the most difficult requirements in this aspect. Hints
of call and response (which is popular in African music) can be found in the score, most
notably in the inclusion of the double choir in the C and B1 sections. The style of the
piece is marked "With energy and excitement" with a driving tempo, which remains
consistent throughout the score. As far as dynamics, Tate includes few markings in the
score. The performance should begin and end softly, and some powerful moments
occur midway through the piece, most notably during the double choir in section C.

70

Brian Tate, Knki Lnmbe (Milwaukee, WI: Pavane Publishing, 2005).
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Generally speaking, as the texture thickens the d ynamic level should increase and vice
versa. Attention to these musical details will be sure to create an exciting and impacting
performance of this multicultural work.

Form and Structure

The structure of Kaki Lambe is based on the layering of several ostinati. The form as
1

dictated in the score is loosely ABCB B11, with all sections being closely related variants
of one another; the same ostinati are used throughout the piece, but in different
combinations. Tate states in the score that the form he presents is only one way in
which to perform Kaki Lambe: "Feel free to be creative in your use of this
arrangement! " 71

Section

Description

A (mm.1-40)

Percussion introduction (mm. 1-4); bass enters with ostinato (" Kaki

Lambe ... "; m. 4); alto enters with ostinato on the same text (m. 9);
sopranos enter with ostinato ("Mae 1110 ... "; m . 16); soprano division
the repeat of the pattern (m. 25); tenor enters in harmony with
soprano ostinato for the third repeat of the pattern (m. 33); in total,
four layers of ostinati are present at the conclusion of A
(Percussion/Bl A/SST) with homophonic chordal structure in the
SST parts

71

Brian Tate, Knki Lambe (Milwaukee, WI: Pavane Publishing, 2005).
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Section

Description

B (mm. 41-56)

Polyphony continues with percussion and bass ostinato; SSTA
parts combine to sing the alto ostinato in unison (also the original
chant melody); SST then splits from alto an.d continues original
three-part homophonic ostinato ("Mne 1110 ...

11
;

m. 49); all ostinati

continue (mm. 49-56) as in section A mm. 33-40

C (mm. 57-72)

Polyphony continues with same ostinati in all parts as in mm. 33-40
and mm. 49-56 ("Mae 1110 ...

11
),

however, SST parts split into two

choirs; S2 begins a countermelody, divides into two parts on the
second repeat of the pattern (m. 61), and adds tenors on the third
repeat of the pattern (m. 65); complete pattern with all parts in
double choir is sung twice

B1 (mm. 73-88)

Percussion, bass and alto continue ostinati; Choir 1 joins alto
ostinato in unison (m. 73); Choir 2 echoes this melody in unison (m.
74); "Mae 1110 ... continues as before, with the double choir SST
11

parts and alto, bass and percussion ostinati (mm. 81-88); the B1
section is a combination of B (mm. 41-48) except with double choir
(mm. 73-80) and an exact repetition of C (mm. 65-72 is the same as
mm. 81-88)

B11 (mm. 89-108)

D begins with a repeat of section B (mm. 41-48) in mm. 89-87: only
percussion, bass and alto ostinati are sung, and SSTA parts sing
alto ostinato in unison); the piece ends as it began: all voices, in
unison, sing the bass ostinato (mm. 98-108)
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Text and Translation
The language of the text is the African dialect of Senegal. A direct translation is
unknown; a loose translation follows.
Kaki lambe, kecombe maemo mama.

Protector of tlte harvest, come to me, come to us.

Pronunciation Guide
The Senegalese text uses the five Latin vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o], and [u]. A pronunciation
guide for the text "Kaki Lambe, kecombe" is found in the musical score; a pronunciation
guide for the remaining text is also provided below.

Kaki Lambe: Kah-kee-LAf-IM:-beh
Kecombe: KEH-cohm-beh
Mae mo mama: Mah-eh -MO mah-mah

8
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City Called Heaven
arr. Josephine Poelinitz
SATB, soloist and accompaniment (4:00)
Adaptable for SA, SSA or SAT
Colla Voce Music, Inc .

Composer
Josephine Poelinitz is a contemporary choral arranger, made known by her popular
arrangement of the African-American spiritual, City Called Heaven. Further
biographical information has not been published about Poelinitz .

Composition

City Called Heaven is a traditional African-American spiritual. Originally copyrighted in
1994, this arrangement by Josephine Poelinitz is the most w idely performed version of
the song. It focuses on a soloist (either male or female) with the choral parts serving as
accompaniment. This religious spiritual is slow and intent, thus reflecting the pain of
the text.

Historical Perspective
The African American Spiritual is one of the richest American choral genres, and a
crucial part of our musical history and education. The musical tradition stems from
slaves' exp eriences in America in combination with their West African musical roots .
Slave songs, or spirituals, come mainly from an oral tradition and were created and
performed by slaves to express their frustrations and pain, as well as hope for a better
future. Frederick Douglas, a freed slave, wrote this regarding the purpose of slave
songs: " ... they were tones loud, long, and d eep; they breathed the prayer and complaint
of souls boiling over with the bitterest anguish. Every tone was a testimony against
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slavery, and a prayer to God for deliverance from chains." 72 City Called Heaven
(originally referred to as A City Called Heaven) is precisely this: a son g about pain,
suffering, and the loss of hope.
The multitude of slave songs created as a result of the slave experience served as
inspiration for a wealth of composers; thus, the spiritual is born. Performance of
spirituals was originally a means for education about the social injustices experienced
by African Americans. Early spiritual arrangements were mainly SATB and choral-like
in structure. Today, spirituals have become an integral part of the American choral
experience.

Stylistic Considerations
The purpose of the spiritual was to communicate thoughts and feelings; therefore, the
text is of utmost importance in this arrangement of City Called Heaven. Poelinitz
provides text stresses with her u se of the tenuto. Each chord that the chorus sings
directly on the beat in both A sections has a tenuto. Composers should also be attentive
to other natural text stresses and instruct singers to emphasize words such as "pilgrim,"
"sorrow," "no," and other descriptors revealing the emotions of the author. Placing
stress on particular words aids in communicating the innate sorrow of this text. Be sure
that the singers understand the meaning of the text so that they can effectively
communicate the emotions of the song to their audience.

Also aiding in communication of the tex t is Poelinitz' s mainly homophonic texture.
This reflects unity and community, which were fundamental elements of the African
musical tradition. 73 The slow, deliberate tempo also conveys the solemnity of the text.

72

N ick Strimple, Choral Music in the Twentieth Ce11t11ry (Portland, Oregon: Amadeus Press, 2002), 256.
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Dynamic contrasts are used conservatively and deliberately to also draw attention to
the text. For example, both A sections are generally soft, with only a slight crescendo
applied in measures 5-10, building to a subito forte on the text "alone!" in measures 1112. This reflects the hopelessness expressed in the text. The B section, however, begins
intensely with a forte dynamic; the text here reveals brief determination -"Sometimes
I'm tossed and driven .. . " The dynamic level then fades to piano as the author again
feels hopelessness.

As far as vocal timbre, the origin of the song must be kept in mind to achieve the most
authentic performance. With the intent of maintaining the integrity of the spiritual,
singers should use a slightly deeper and soulful tone as opposed to a classical tone.
Straight-tone, no vibrato, should also be used.

Musical Elements

City Called Heaven is set in the key off minor; the meter is 9/8. The only tempo
instruction is "slow." The texture is homophonic; the choral parts sing triads
throughout the piece, serving as accompaniment for the soloist. As previously
mentioned, dynamics and articulations included in the score are primarily used to
emphasize the text.

Anton Armstrong, "Practical Performance Practice in the African American Slave Song," in Teaching
Music thro11gh Performance in Choir Vol.1, ed. Heather J. Buchanan and Matthew W. Mehaffey (Chkago:
GIA Publications, 2005), 24-26.
73
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Form and Structure

City Called Heaven is in binary form. The formal structure of the piece is AA'BB'·

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-20)

Piano introduction (mm. 1-4); SATB voices enter (m. 5);
homophonic texture; soft dynamic with slight crescendo to mm.1112 for text stress on "alone!"

A' (mm. 1-21)

Repeat of A with addition of the soloist (m. 20 is eliminated as that
is the first ending)

B (mm. 22-37)

Homophonic texture; stylistic instruction "with intensity"; forte
dynamic; choral parts sing mm. 22-25; soloist sings mm. 26-29;
d ecrescendo to mezzo-piano; all voices sing mm. 30-37 (musically
imitates mm. 13-21 of A 1)

B' (mm. 22-39)

Repeat of B (mm. 36-37 are eliminated as these measures are the
first ending); final cadence on an f minor triad

63

Text

The text of Poelinitz's arrangement of the song is printed below, followed by the text of
the original spiritual.

Poelinitz' s Arrangement
I am a poor pilgrim of sorrow
I'm left in this old wide world alone
Oh I ain't got no hope for tomorrow
I'm trying to make it, make heaven my home.

Sometimes I'm tossed and I'm driven, Lord,
Sometimes I just don' t know which way to turn.
Oh, I've heard of a city called h eaven
I'm trying to make it, make heaven my home.

Original Text of A City Called Heaven (also known as Po' Pilgrim of Sorrow)74
I am a po' pilgrim of sorrow, I'm tossed in this wide world alone
No hope have I for tomorrow I started to make heaven my home.
Sometimes I am storm-tossed an' driven
Sometimes I don't know where to roam
I heard of a Heaven called an' I started to make it my home.
My mother has reached that pure glory,
My father is still walking in sin
My brothers and sisters won't own me
Because I am tryin' to get in
The Negro Spiritual Inc., "Spirituals: Po' Pilgrim of Sorrow," Oral Moses,
http://www.thenegrospiritualinc.com/song5.htm (accessed Oct. 30, 2012).
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Part Seven

The 21 st Century

Requiem, John Rutter

65

Goodnight Moon, Eric Whitacre

74
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Requiem
4. Sanctus
6. The Lord Is My Shepherd
John Rutter (b. 1945)
Soprano solo, mixed choir and small orchestra (40:00)
Hinshaw Music, Inc.
Composer

John Rutter is perhaps the most popular British choral composer of modern times. Born
and raised in London, he studied and later taught at Clare College in Cambridge. In
1979 he founded the Cambridge Singers which presently exists as a reputable
performing group, focusing mainly on recording. Rutter has also served as editor for
numerous choral collections published by Oxford University Press. 75 Currently, he is an
active composer, conductor and clinician worldwide. Rutter's music has significantly
influenced the American choral market with his ear-pleasing melodies and, according
to Nick Strimple, "unabashed tonality." 76 Rooted in a simple tonal style, Rutter's works
are widely performed as they are accessible to amateur choirs.

Composition

The Requiem was completed in 1985 and premiered at Lovers' Lane United Methodist
Church in Dallas, Texas with Rutter himself conducting. Prior to this performance,
several of the movements were performed at Fremont Presbyterian Church in
Sacramento, California. Movement 6, "The Lord is My Shepherd," was originally
composed in 1976 as a separate anthem. 77 The Requiem is dedicated to the memory of
John Rutter's father, whose death, in part, inspired the creation of the work; the score is

Dennjs Shrock, Choral Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 707.
Nick Strimple, Clzornl Music i11 the Twentieth Ce11t11ry (Portland, Oregon: Amadeus Press, 2002), 93.
77
John Rutter, Requiem (Chapel Hill: Hinshaw Music, Inc., 1986).
75

76
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marked "in memoriam L. F. R." Rutter has described his intent in writmg this Requiem
as a "journey from darkness into light." 78

The Requiem is comprised of seven movements and scored for soprano solo, mixed
choir, and small orchestra mcluding two flutes, oboe, two clarmets, bassoon, two horns,
timpani, glockenspiel, harp and strings. A small ensemble edition is also available
which includes flute, oboe, timpani, glockenspiel, harp, cello and organ.

Historical Perspective

Rutter's Requiem is based on the traditional Latm Requiem Mass (missa pro defunctis) with
the addition of some biblical texts. The traditional Requiem Mass or, mass for the dead, is a
mass to honor the deceased. The five standard movements in a Requiem are the

Requiem aeternam, Pie Jesu, Sanctus, Agnus Dei and Lux aeterna. Rutter's version of the
Requiem mcludes these five movements as well as two additional biblical texts: "Out of
the Deep" which comes from Psalm 130 and "The Lord is My Shepherd," David's Psalm
23. Rutter believed that writing a Requiem should be a personal exploration of the
meanmg of death, and he wanted his version to express themes of consolation and
hope. Therefore, he elaborated on the traditional form of the Requiem Mass and
mcluded additional texts that reflect these themes. 79 Deviatmg from the standard
Requiem form was not uncommon; begmning in the Romantic era, composers also
added texts to enhance their work. Gabriel Faure's Requiem, a version of which Rutter
himself edited, also mcluded additional texts and served as a source of inspiration to

78

John Rutter, John Rutter on the 'Requiem,' 2: Liturgical Settings, Video, http://www.johruutter .com
(accessed Sept. 26, 2012).
79
John Rutter, ]0'111 Rutter on the 'Requiem,' 1: Impulse and lnf111e11ce, Video, http://www.joh.nrutter.com
(accessed Sept. 26, 2012).
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Rutter.80 Unique to Rutter's Requiem is the combination of both the Latin and English
texts.

Stylistic Considerations
Rutter's Requiem is written in a modern tonal style. All dynamic and stylistic
instructions are clearly marked in the score and should be followed for the most
meaningful performances.

In Movement 4, "Snnctus," the accents and sixteenth-note rhythms in the B theme
should be precise as this helps emphasize the joy in the text, "Hosanna!"

Movement 6, "The Lord Is My Shepherd," is prayerful, hopeful and reflective. The A
section should be sung with long phrases and although complex rhythms are written,
the performance should be careful and delicate. The B section contrasts with its
statement in A minor, thus reflecting the text, "Yea, though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I will fear no evil." The complex rhythms, soft dynamics and brief
sections of a cappella reveal the vulnerability of the speaker and effectively convey the
meaning of the text. The restatement of A leads into a major dynamic climax at
measure 87 - "And I will dwell in the house of the Lord ...," and fades into a prayerful
conclu~ion. All dynamic and tempo markings throughout this movement and the
entire score are purposeful in conveying the deep meaning of the text, and conductors
should take care in achieving these desired musical effects.

so John Rutter, John Rutter on the 'Requiem,· 2: Liturgical Settings, Video, http ://www.johnrutter.com
(accessed Sept. 26, 2012).
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Musical Elements

Tonal unity is achieved in the work through the use of related keys. The Requiem begins
and ends in the same key. Rutter's choice of tonality is closely related to the text. For
example, the text of Psalm 130 in "Out of the Deep" is a plea for redemption and set in a
minor key, whereas the text of "Srznct11s" is joyful and praising and set in a major key.
Movements 1, 2 and 5 provide some challenges with numerous accidentals and thick
vocal scoring.

l. Requiem aeternam: c minor/G Major

2. Out of the Deep: c minor
3. Pie Jesu: F Major/D-flat Major
4. Sanctus: C Major
5. Agnus Dei: c minor
6. The Lord is My Shepherd: C Major/a minor
7. Lux aeterna: c minor/G Major

Movement 6, "The Lord is My Shepherd," is written in mixed meter. Rutter uses both
duple meter and triple meter in the A section. The B section varies between 2/4, 3/8, 3/4
and 5/8 meters (mm. 47-73), all of which was done to accommodate text stresses.

Form and Structure

The Requiem is divided into seven contrasting movements. Rutter uses a melodic theme
to provide unity in the work. This melody is initially stated by the sopranos in the first
movement, "Requiem aeternam" (m. 35) and is then restated in the closing measures of
the final movement, "Lux aeterna" (m. 99).
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The texture throughout the Requiem is predominately homophonic, with limited
polyphony (usually in the form of imitation). Several instances of monophony exist as
well; Rutter often scores for unison voices when introducing melodic ideas (evidence of
this is seen in Movements 1, 2, and 3); frequent doubling of vocal lines also occurs.
Rutter's simple compositional style places the emphasis on his stunning melodies for
which he is admired.

Movement 4, "Sanctus," is a prime example of this general style that is seen throughout
Rutter's Requiem. It is based primarily on two melodic ideas and the imitation of those
themes. The first main theme, A, is introduced by the alto and imitated by the soprano
(mm. 14-17; text: "Pleni simt caeli glorin tun "). The second theme, B, is stated by the first
soprano and imitated by the second soprano (mm. 18-19; text: "Hosanna in excelsis").
These themes both appear in each section of this formal structure: ABC.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-23)

Introduction (mm. 1-13); melody stated by soprano voices with
tenor imitation; melodic theme A is presented with soprano
imitation; melodic theme B is presented by soprano voices with
second soprano imitation

B (mm. 24-34)

Second statement of melodic theme A in bass voices with tenor
imitation; second statement of melodic theme Bin soprano voices
with tenor and second soprano imitation
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Section

Description

C (mm. 35-49)

Third statement of melodic theme A in tenor voices with bass
imitation; soprano and alto imitate tenor and bass voices; third
statement of melodic theme B in tenor voices with soprano
imitation; new material presented in bass voices with alto imitation
(mm.43-49)

Movement 6, "The Lord is My Shepherd," is constructed in a simple ternary form: ABA.

Text and Translation
The text is taken from both the Requiem Mass liturgy and from biblical texts (Psalms 130
and 23). The liturgical text is in Latin with portions translated into English, and the
Psalm texts are in English. The following texts and translations are provided by John
Rutter in the Requiem score.81

1. Requiem aetemam (from Missa pro defunctis)
Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine: et lux perpetua luceat eis.
Te decet hymnus, Deus in Sion: et tibi reddetur votum in Jerusalem.
Exaudi orationem meam, ad te omnis caro veniet.
K yrie eleison. Christe eleison.

Grant them rest eternal, Lord our God, we pray to thee: and light perpetual shine on them
forever. Thou , Lord, art worshipped in Sion; thy praises shall ever be sung in all Jerusalem.
0 hear us; 0 lord, hear thy faithful servants' prayer; to thee shall all mortal flesh return.

Lord have mercy. Christ have mercy.
81

John Rutter, Requiem (Chapel Hill: Hinshaw Music, Inc., 1986).
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2. Out of the deep (Psalm 130)

Out of the deep have I called unto thee, 0 Lord: Lord, hear my voice.
0 let thine ears consider well: the voice of my complaint.

If thou, Lord, wilt be extreme to mark what is done amiss: 0 Lord, who may abide it?
For there is mercy with thee: therefore shalt thou be feared.
I look for the Lord; my soul doth wait for him: in his word is my trust.
My soul Heeth unto the Lord; before the morning watch, I say, before the morning
watch.
0 Israel, trust in the Lord, for with the Lord there is mercy: and with him is plenteous
redemption. And he shall redeem Israel: from all his sins.

3. Pie Jesu (from 'Dies Irae', Missa pro defunctis)

Pie Jesu Domine, dona eis requiem. Pie Jesu Domine, dona eis sempiternam requiem.

Blessed Jesu, Lord I pray in thy mercy grant them rest.
Lord Our God, we prny thee, grant them everlasting rest.
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4. Sanctus (from Missa pro defunctis)

Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus, Dominus Deus Saba.0th.
Pleni sunt caeli et terra gloria tua.
Hosanna in excelsis.
Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini.
Hosanna in excelsis.

Holy, Holy, Holy Lord, God of power and majesty.
Heaven and earth are full of thy glory.
Hosanna in the highest.
Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord our God.
Hosanna in the highest.

5. Agnus Dei (Latin text from Missa pro defunctis; English texts from the Burial
Service, 1662 Book of Common Prayer)

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mw1di, dona eis requiem.

Lamb of God, that takest away the sins of the world: in thy mercy grant them rest.

Man that is born of a woman hath but a short time to live, and is full of misery. He
cometh up, and is cut down like a flower; he fleeth as it were a shadow.
h1 the midst of life we are in death: of whom may we seek for succor?
I am the resurrection and the life, saith the Lord: he that believeth in me, though he
were dead, yet shall he live: and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die.
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6. The Lord is my shepherd (Psalm 23)

The Lord is my shepherd: therefore can I lack nothing.
He shall feed me in a green pasture: and lead me forth beside the waters of comfort.
He shall convert my soul: and bring me forth in the paths of righteousness, for his
Name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for
thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff comfort me.
Thou shalt prepare a table before me against them that trouble me: thou has anointed
my head with oil, and my cup shall be full.
But thy loving-kindness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will
dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

7. Lux aetema (Latin text from Missa pro defunctis; English texts [altered] from the
Burial Service, 1662 Book of Common Prayer)

I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord,
for they rest from their labours: even so saith the Spirit.
Lux aeterna luceat eis, Domine: cum sanctis tuis in aeternum, quia pius es.
Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine: et lux perpetua luceat eis.

Light eternal shine upon them, Lord, we pray: with saints and angels ever dwelling, for thei;
mercy's sake, may they rest in peace.
Grant them rest eternal, Lord our God, we pray to thee: and light perpetual shine on them
forever.
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Good Night Moon
Eric Whitacre (b. 1970)
SATB and piano (5:00)
Unpublished Manuscript; First Draft (July 2, 2012)
(Publication Date of January 2013 by Chester Music)
Composer

Born in 1970 in Reno, Nevada, Eric Whitacre is one of the significant "bright stars" of
contemporary choral music. 82 He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Music Education
from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Soon after, he earned a Master of Music
Degree at the Julliard School where he studied composition with the renowned John
Corigliano. Early in his career, Whitacre had multiple works published and
commissioned, beginning with his Go, Lovely Rose in 1991.83 Since that time, he has
proven himself to be a masterful composer; Whitacre has received awards in
composition from the Barlow International Composition Competition, American Choral
Directors Association (ACDA), and the American Composers Forum. He also won a
Grammy in 2012 for his album, Light & Gold, and has composed works for reputable
performers such as The King's Singers, Chanticleer and the London Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus. 84 Whitacre, who is in high demand as both a choral and
instrumental composer, has not only received many commissions from collegiate and
professional groups but has also been offered residencies in numerous colleges and
universities worldwide.85 He currently serves as Composer in Residence at Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge University, UK.86

Brandon Johnson, "Five H ebrew Love Songs" in Tenchi11g Music t/1ro11gh Pe1forma11ce i11 Choir Vol. 2, ed.
H.J. Buchanan, & M. W. Mehaffey, (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2007), 335.
83 Eric Whitacre, " Eric Whitacre" in Composers 011 Composing for Bn11d Vo l. 2, ed. M. Camphouse,
(Chicago: GIA Publications, 2004), 253.
84 Eric Whitacre, "Eric Whitacre," www.ericwhitacre.com (accessed Apr. 14, 2012).
85 Dennis Shrock, Clwrnl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 760.
86 Eric Whitacre, www.ericwhitacre.com (accessed Apr. 14, 2012).
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Given his significant list of accomplishments in the choral market, it is no surprise that
Whitacre has already sold over a million copies of his scores and is currently one of the
most widely performed composers in the world.87 Among his most popular choral
scores are the following: Cloudburst (1992) for SATB chorus divisi, hand bells,
percussion and piano; Water Night (1995) for SATB chorus divisi a cappella; Three Songs of

Faith (1999) for SATB chorus divisi a cappella; Lux Aunimque (2000) for SATB chorus
divisi a cappella; Sleep (2000) for SATB chorus a cappella; Leonardo Dreams of His Flying

Machine (2001) for SATB chorus and percussion; and A Boy and a Girl (2004) for SATB
chorus divisi a cappella.

Composition
Whitacre's Goodnight Moon is based on the text from American author Margaret Wise
Brown's book of the same title. The children's book Goodnight Moon was written in
1947, with illustrations by Clement Hurd. It is one of the best-selling children's books
of all time. Margaret Wise Brown (1910-1952) was a beloved children's author who
studied not only literature but also child development at Hollins University. 88 She
sought to write stories in a prose-like manner that was attractive to young children.
Margaret Wise Brown is most famous for her books Runaway Bunny and Goodnight

Moon, and her stories have most certainly withstood the test of time.

Eric Whitacre's first release of a song version of Goodnight Moon was scored for solo
soprano, string orchestra and harp, released in 2012. He was inspired by the text after
reading the book countless times to his young son, and began hearing the lines as

s7 Shirley Ratcliffe, "lgniting the buzz", Cltoir & Orgmz 18, no. 6 (2010): 27.
ss Harper Collins Children's, "Authors and Illustrators: Margaret Wise Brown," Harper Collins
Publishers,
http://www.harpercollinschi Idrens.com/Ki ds/AuthorsAndII Iustrators/Contri bu torDetail .aspx?Cld=11849
(accessed Oct. 31, 2012).
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poetry that could be set to music as a lullaby. 89 Whitacre sought out the publisher of the
book, HarperCollins, for exclusive rights to set the text to music, and received the first
ever permissions to utilize the text in this manner. He then decided to arrange this
piece for mixed chorus (SATB divisi) and piano, and established a Commissioning
Consortium in which members would receive exclusive performance rights from
August 1, 2012-January 1, 2013 (before actual publication of the piece), as well as the
printing of the ensemble's name in the publish ed score.90 The Cedar Crest High School
Choirs joined this once-in-a-lifetime consortium, received the w1published manuscript
in July 2012, and are pleased to present this work in performance in December 2012.

Technical and Stylistic Considerations
Whitacre's style is most closely aligned with twentieth-century compositional practices.
His choral music abounds with pandiatonic tone clusters, i.e. tone clusters of notes
within the diatonic scale, and his use of this type of dissonance has become part of his
signature style. 91 Whitacre is also known for his use of mixed meter and thick
homophonic textures, and he certainly gives careful attention to his chosen texts. His
melodic writing is faultless.

This arrangement of Good Night Moon incorporates these innate qualities of Whitacre' s
music. Rhythmically speaking, the figures are at times complex. The use of quarter
note triplets abounds, as do syncopated patterns and patterns involving sixteenth notes
and triplets within the same phrase. Although the patterns are complex, their
performance must seem effortless; therein lies one challenge of the piece. Partnering
with the rhythmic difficulty is the necessity for the independence of vocal parts. Due to
Eric Whitacre, "Goodnight Moon (Eric Whitacre Introduction)", on Wnter Night, 2012, iTunes MPEG4
video fil e.
90 Eric Whitacre, "Consortium", www.ericwhitacre.com/consortium (accessed Oct. 30, 2012).
91 Dennis Shrock, Clwrnl Repertoire (New York: Oxford University Pr ess, 2009), 760.
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the frequent occurrence of duple versus triple rhythmic patterns, all voice parts must be
self-sustaining and able to execute the correct rhythmic patterns. It is crucial, on the
part of the conductor, to dictate a clear pulse. This will aid the singers in maintaining
their internal pulse and consequently performing their rhythms successfully. Entrances
and releases are also quite important, and although the conductor should communicate
these as much as possible, singers must take some responsibility as well.

In the midst of the rhythmic complexity, Good Night Moon is a lullaby and should be
performed as such. Whitacre composed eloquent melodic lines, appearing in all voice
parts throughout the piece; these passages should be sung as legato as possible. The
text is set exquisitely; it is important to find and apply text stresses as the origin of the
piece is solely based on the beauty of this particular text. Also, two instances of speech
occur within the framework of this piece. The word "hush" is spoken both in measures
20 and 48 (beat two) by the women's voices. As modeled in the solo recording of Good

Night Moon, the final consonant sound ("-sh") should be placed on beat three.

Dissonance in the form of Whitacre' s characteristic pandiatonic tone clusters pervades
this piece. Most harmonies of this sort are simple to hear, as the harmonies are based
on the diatonic scale that most singers have learned early on in their musical training.
Perhaps the most notable and challenging example of this pandiatonicism is a pattern
that occurs in both measures 27 and 55, in both B sections of the piece. Soprano and alto
voices begin the phrase, and the tenor and bass join on the downbeat. The tenor pitch is
the dissonant one, and finding this pitch is challenging. These two sections should be
rehearsed to achieve not only the correct singing pitches but also favorable balance in
the chords.
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Musical Elements

Good Night Moon is in the key of G Major. It remains entirely diatonic; no altered tones
are included the piece. The texture is predominantly homophonic, with brief sections of
polyphony. The rhythmic components of the piece are certainly challenging; Whitacre
commonly writes difficult rhythmic structures in his choral scores. Frequent duple
versus triple patterns abound in his use of sixteenth-note patterns combined with eighth
and quarter note triplets. The tempo remains fairly constant throughout with the
quarter note equaling 66, and dynamic guidelines are clearly marked in the score.

Form and Structure

The formal structure of Good Night Moon is ABCB 1D.

Section

Description

A (mm. 1-21)

Unison SA begins the piece in common time; S and A divide and
TB enters on the pick-up tom. 5 to create the first vocal
homophony; duple vs. triple in STB against A (m. 5, beat 4); bass
divisi (m. 9); mixed meter in use of common time and two instances
of triple meter (3/4, m. 7; 9/8, m. 19); difficult rhythmic pattern for
soprano (m. 13)

B (mm. 22-29)

Considered the chorus of the piece; constantly changing meter
between 4/4 and 3/4; difficult rhythmic structures (duple vs. triple,
syncopation); SA in unison; difficult tenor pitch on downbeat of m.
27
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Section

Description

C (mm. 30-49)

TB begin polyphonic texture; SA enter separately in m. 31; meter is

4/4 with the exception of mm. 30 and 47; syncopation; legato lines
in all voices

B 1 (mm. 50-57)

Repeat of the chorus with new text and slightly altered melody; SA
begins in unison; constantly changing meter; difficult tenor pitch on
downbeat of m. 55

D (mm. 58-70)

D section technically begins with staggered entrances beginning
with bass on beat 4 of m. 56; all voices eventually transition from B1
to D on the downbeat of m. 58; sustained phrases and polyphonic
legato lines on the text "goodnight" cadence on the downbeat of m.
64 ("everywhere"); final five measures (or, the coda) are
homophonic in texture and legato, sung on "ooh"; ends on a
hummed sustained G major chord
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Text

The text is that of Margaret Wise Brown's beloved children's book, Good Night Moon. 92

In the great green room there was a telephone and a red balloon
And a picture of the cow jumping over the moon,
And there were three little bears sitting on chairs,
And two little kittens, and a pair of mittens,
And a little toy house, and a young mouse,
And a comb and a brush, and a bow1 full of mush,
And a quiet old lady who was whispering hush.

Goodnight room, goodnight moon,
Goodnight cow jumping over the moon.

Goodnight light and the red balloon,
Goodnight bears, goodnight chairs
Goodnight kittens, goodnight mittens,
Goodnight clocks and goodnight socks,
Goodnight little house, goodnight mouse
Goodnight comb and goodnight brush,
Goodnight nobody, goodnight mush,
And goodnight to the old lady whispering hush.

Goodnight stars, goodnight air
Goodnight noises everywhere.

92

Margaret Wise Brown, Goodnight Moon (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 1947).
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